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Abstract— Target detection in Over-The-Horizon (OTH) radars is accomplished by tracking
returns in slant range, Doppler and azimuth. Coordinate registration (CR) is the process of
localizing the target by converting the slant coordinates to ground coordinates for all the frequencies used in transmission. The CR method uses a 3D ray-tracing algorithm which provides
the ground range distance reached with a specific transmission frequency and elevation angle.
The ray-tracing approach here adopted uses a 3D electron density model variable with height,
latitude and longitude. The ray-tracing output is generally affected by errors due to numerical
approximations of the 3D ionosphere model and discretization step used to integrate the differential equations of ray-tracing algorithm. Therefore the raw CR diagram suffers from an error
which introduces as a consequence a degradation of target localization accuracy. Accordingly, we
propose a coordinate registration technique for OTH sky-wave radars based on 3D ray-tracing
that uses the sea-land transitions to mitigate the CR errors. The approach is based on the a priori
knowledge of actual group delays relative to the sea-land transition within the area illuminated
by the radar antenna beam. The method takes advantage of the geomorphological structure of
the surveillance area. The errors introduced by the 3D ray-tracing software are then evaluated by
using the actual group delay sat sea-land transitions.Afterwards, the estimated errors are used to
correct the coarse CR diagram that was obtained straightforward from the ray-tracing output.
Finally, the proposed correction method has been verified under the simplified assumption of a
horizontally stratified ionosphere.
1. INTRODUCTION

Over-the-horizon (OTH) radars allow to reach distances well beyond the horizon by exploiting the
effect of ionosphere refraction. In fact, in the 5–30 MHz frequency range (HF band), electromagnetic
waves are gradually bended through the ionosphere until they are totally reflected back to the
Earth [1]. In complex radar systems such as sky-wave OTH radars, the scenario modelization is
a key task in order to assess the system performance. In particular, the ionospheric propagation
modeling is required to fulfill the coordinate registration (CR) requirement. CR is the process of
target localization which is obtained by converting the slant coordinates Rg to ground coordinates
Rgr . There is no simple method for translating the radar coordinates into geographic coordinates
(longitude and latitude), and the necessary relationships can only be found by characterizing the
propagation over the radar area of interest. The CR method here presented is based on a 3D
ray-tracing which provides the reached ground range distance Rgr and the relative time delay τg
for a specific transmission frequency and elevation angle. In particular, the ray-tracing code is
based on the numerical solution of a system of differential equations which was firstly proposed by
Haselgrove [7]. The ray-tracing algorithm is applied to a 3D electron density data cube variable
with height, latitude and longitude. The ionosphere characterization can be achieved by means
of a network of ionosondes or by using a worldwide recognized long term ionospheric model such
as the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI). Ionospheric abnormalities are difficult to model
adequately during radar operation, furthermore the ray-tracing algorithm output is subject to
errors due to the solver discretization step used to integrate the differential equations system, even
though the latter has less impact than the former. Errors in the estimated down-range ionospheric
parameters introduce, as a consequence, a degradation of the target localization accuracy. The
inherent variability of the ionosphere and the inaccuracy of the related models bring to further
degradation in the CR process [3–5]. The purpose of this paper is to provide a method able
of achieving a coarse coordinate registration by means of a 3D ray-tracing and using sea-land
transitions knowledge (geographic position and related radar time delay) for refining the final
results. In [6], terrain features are used in order to determine position correction offsets, concluding
that it can be used to provide coordinate registration benchmarks. The proposed technique has
been tested by means of numerical simulations related to a reference scenario.
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2. 3D RAY-TRACING TECHNIQUE

Ionospheric refraction makes possible the existence of the sky-wave OTH radar but at the same
time it leads to very complex propagation phenomena that should be carefully handled. In order
to model the HF radio propagation behavior, a ray-tracing technique must be developed. One
of the most recognized approach to derive the ray paths is based on the numerical integration
of Hamilton’s equations. Haselgrove published for the first time [1] in 1954 the three dimensional
version of the Hamilton’s equations obtained in spherical polar coordinates. More precisely, the here
developed code makes use of a modified version of Haselgrove’s equations proposed in [2], rather
than the original ones, using the group path as the independent variable. This choice allows to
switch Hamiltonians and automatically adopt a smaller integration step nearby the reflection point,
where the calculation of the derivatives are more critical. The implemented equations system (1)
is the following:
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where P 0 = ct is the group path, t is the time, the variables r, ϑ, ϕ are the spherical coordinates of
a generic point on the ray path, (kr , kϕ , kϕ ) are the components of the propagation vector, ω = 2πf
is the angular frequency of the wave, c is the light speed in free space and H is the Hamiltonian.
The Hamiltonian can be defined in three different ways,however requiring only the real part of the
dispersion relation to be satisfied, the following relation can be assumed (2):
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The refractive index equation used in the ray-tracing program is based on the Appleton-Hartree
formula. The squared value of the complex phase refractive index is given in the most general case
(the formula takes into account the magnetic field and magneto ionic collisions) by (3):
n2 = 1 − 2X

1 − iZ − X
q
2(1 − iZ)(1 − iZ − X) − YT2 ± YT4 + YL2 (1 − iZ − X)2

(3)

2 /f 2 , Y = f 2 /f 2 , Z = v/2πf , Y
where X = fN
T = Y sin ψ, YL = Y cos ψ, fN is the plasma
H
frequency, fH is the electron gyro-frequency, v is the electron collision frequency, f is the wave
frequency, ψ is the angle between the wave normal direction and the earth’s magnetic field. The
program needs the knowledge of the transmitter location (longitude, latitude and height above the
ground), the frequency of the wave, the direction of transmission (elevation and azimuth), the 3D
ionospheric model, the collision frequency and the earth’s magnetic field values. Figures 1 and 2
show thegraphic output obtained for a radar located in Italy nearby Pisa (43.6◦ , 10.3◦ ) and for a
transmission azimuth angle equal to 135◦ . The input parameters used during the simulations are
listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Ray-tracing simulations input parameters.
Ionospheric Conditions

Elevation angles [◦ ]

Transmission frequency [MHz]

EM field

Case A

16/2/2010, 9.00 AM

[5 : 3 : 20]

12

OFF

Case B

16/2/2010, 6.00 AM

7

[7 : 3 : 20]

ON
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In details, Figure 1 represents the ray-tracing output for a fixed transmitted frequency and a
set of elevation angles, neglecting the Earth magnetic field. On the contrary Figure 2 shows the
ray-tracing output for a fixed elevation and a set of transmitted frequencies, taking into account
the Earth magnetic field. It should be noted that the effect of the magnetic field mainly leads to
azimuthal drifts on the ray-path which are not appreciable in this specific view. Finally, the color
barre presents the plasma frequency value that is variable as a function of the height.
3. COORDINATE REGISTRATION BASED ON SEA-LAND TRANSITIONS

The ray-tracing program provides the relation between group delays and ground ranges. As the
ray-tracing algorithm exploits a 3D ionospheric model in order to reconstruct the electron density
profile, it will be certainly affected by errors, therefore the provided outputs need to be corrected.
For this purpose, a number of known sea-land transitions must be identified on the Earth’s surface
within the surveillance area [8]. The choice of using coastal profiles for correction purposes simplifies
the task of recognizing the relative radar echo associated with the sea-land transition [3].
Starting from the knowledge of the exact position of such points, the actual group delays from the
radar site are directly estimated. For a fixed azimuth direction, N sea-land transitions are identified,
therefore their group delays τgi and the relative ground range Rgri are calculated. Denoting with
τ̂gi the group delay obtained through the ray-tracing program at the same reference ground range
Rgri , the relative error can be assessed as the difference between the true and the estimated values
(ετ i = τgi − τ̂gi ). Once the errors have been estimated, the relation between group delay and ground
range can be corrected as well as the relative plot, as shown in Figure 3. Specifically, the mean
value δ of the measured errors is evaluated and this correction factor is then applied to all the
ground range points belonging to the same homogeneous ionospheric area, which implies a shift of
the red curve of Figure 3.

Figure 1: Ray paths obtained for CASE A of Table 1.

Figure 2: Ray paths obtained for CASE B of Table 1.
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Figure 3: Block scheme of group delay correction technique.
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4. NUMERICAL RESULT

In this section some numerical results are presented in order to show the application of the proposed
method to an hypothetic scenario. It’s should be noted that, because of the unavailability of real
radar data, the method has been preliminary applied on simulated data obtained by means of a
reference model. In details, the simulated scenario has been used to calculate the actual group
delays relative to a set of sea-land transitions within the area illuminated by the radar antenna
beam. Simulations have been carried out by using a real 3D ionospheric data cube, obtained by
jointly exploiting a network of ionosondes [9] and the IRI model, by courtesy of INGV (National
Institute of Geophysics and Volcanology). In order to obtain a useful case study, an ideal scenario
(Figure 4) has been assumed as the reference radar data. The surveillance area is shown in Figure 5,
where the geodetic coordinates of the radar site (OTHR) and of the coastal profile are visible.
Referring to the reference scenario of Figure 4, the projection of the virtual reflection point C
on the Earth surface is at a distance dc = RT (θ/2) from the radar, and the height of such point
hv is known from the ionospheric model. Once the coordinates of the virtual reflection point are
calculated, the angle of incidence in ionosphere can be easily derived. The critical frequency of the
reflective layer fv is also known from the ionospheric model, therefore the law of the secant can
be applied to find the oblique frequency of transmission and the oblique virtual reflection point.
After that, the elevation angle can be derived from the law of sines and the azimuth angle from
a geometric relation. Therefore the equivalent virtual path (OTHR-C-B), represented in Figure 4
with a red line,is entirely defined and the group delay of the real path (green line) can be evaluated
by applying the Breit & Tuve theorem and it is assumed to be the measured radar data.
The methodology has been numerically applied to a scenario characterized by a high number of
sea-land transitions (Table 2). In particular, we have considered a radar site with latitude 43.6◦ ,
longitude 10.3◦ , and azimuth equal to 106◦ . The coverage area (Figure 5) ranges between [600–
3000] km. In this specific scenario 11 sea-land transitions have been identified (Table 2). Figure 6
shows the curve of the CR obtained by applying the ray-tracing algorithm (red curve) and the
calibrated version (black curve), obtained by means of the sea-land transitions delays.
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Figure 4: Geometry for the reference scenario.

Figure 5: Surveillance area.

Table 2: Sea-land transitions of the simulated scenario.
Sea-land transition index

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Latitude [◦ ]

41.2

40.2

39.9

39.9

38.7

36.8

36.4

36.0

35.4

35.4

34.4

Longitude [◦ ]

19.4

22.5

23.3

23.4

26.7

31.1

32.0

32.7

34.0

34.1

39.9

Distance [km]

797

1080

1155

1166

1475

1913

2007

2084

2217

2230

2423

Roup delay delays [ms]

3.26

4.04

4.25

4.29

5.37

6.76

7.06

7.31

7.74

7.78

7.78
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Figure 6: CR before (red line) and after (black line) calibration.
5. CONCLUSIONS

The CR process is affected by errors due to inherent approximations in the 3D ionosphere model
and to the solver responsible of integrating the differential equations system which implements the
ray-tracing algorithm. Such errors produce a degradation of target localization accuracy. In this
paper, a coordinate registration correction technique making use of 3D ray-tracing and sea-land
transitions has been proposed. Numerical results have proven the applicability of the technique
to a realistic scenario. The performance of the method are strictly related to the morphology on
the illuminated area, in fact the best results can be achieved when many sea-land transitions are
available for the calibration.
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